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the current partners of this library are the graduate center of the city
university of new york, the hispanic research center, the humanities

council, the new york city public library, the schomburg center, the rutgers
university libraries, and the university of maryland libraries. the principal

resource is the actual library itself and extensive online collections of
dissertations, journals, catalogs, and other materials, some dating from the
seventeenth century. digital copies of primary and secondary material in a

number of languages, including spanish, french, italian, russian and
chinese, are available. the library's library of 20,000 items includes early

printed books, manuscripts, broadsides, and a wide range of other
material, including media such as paintings, prints, photographs, audio
and video recordings, and web resources. the library of congress has an
expansive collection of primary-source materials, including archives of

interviews, correspondence, and speeches, as well as collections of laws,
maps, government publications, historical manuscripts, and artifacts. a
true novel is a fiction, typically written in prose, which includes some
previously unexplored events. the true novel usually introduces its
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characters using the third person. the true novel usually has a frame
narrative, a story of itself, which typically completes the story, and which

is often more the story's subject than the true novel's story. the true novel,
which in practice is often a collection of several novellas, is distinguished
by the presence of literary devices such as diverse characters, complex
plots, and words such as love, danger and death. the true novel is the
most common and longest form of literature. some, but not all, other

genres of fiction are also considered true novels, such as historical fiction
and science fiction.
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plots, and words such as love, danger and death. the true novel is the
most common and longest form of literature. some, but not all, other

genres of fiction are also considered true novels, such as historical fiction
and science fiction. 5ec8ef588b
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